
ATUL VIDYALAYA
SECOND PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 2012-13

ART PAPER 1
DRAWING OR PAINTING FROM STILL LIFE

STD: X MM: 100
DATE: 27- 11- 2012 TIME: 2½ HRS
SESION: Il

Candidates must be instructed that ruling by any means whatsoever is forbidden.

The candidates Index number must be written clearly on the top right hand corner of the

front surface of the paper.

The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets [ ].

Note: Candidates may offer either Theme A or Theme B

EITHER

Theme A

Objects required: A Pickle jar, one lemon, one spoon and bowl and a knife.

Arrangement: Place the Pickle jar against the backdrop. Arrange the bowl with a
spoon and lemon in front of the Pickle jar and a knife rest of the lemon in such a way
as to make an interesting composition. Suitable coloured drapery may be used for
the background and foreground.

OR

Theme B

Objects required: A box of one dozen Camel water tube colour, one big flat brush
and a glass, one small colour plat.

Arrangement: Place the colour box against backdrop. Place the glass,colour
plat and brush lying in front of the colour box. Some drapes should be used as the
background. If the objects are painted, the background must be included.
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Note: Candidates may offer either Theme A or Theme B

EITHER

Theme A

Objects required: A thick two books, a one simple pen holder with one pen and
pencil, and some apples.

Arrangement: Place the two books against the backdrop. Arrange the one pen
holder in front of thebooks and apple in such a way as to make an interesting
composition. Suitable coloured drapery may be used for the background and
foreground.

OR

Theme B

Objects required: A three different types and size of pots.

Arrangement: Place three one pot against the backdrop. Arrange the two pot in
front of the backdrop side pot. If the objects are painted, the background must be
included.
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